Digital North Accelerator Programme
IEG4 Digital CHC Platform
This Webinar will commence shortly

Digital Transformation - focus on
Continuing Healthcare
Digital North and NHS Innovation Accelerator – Charles MacKinnon
Patient Portal – Jackie Gill
Pathway to Digital – David Britton
NHSE SIP 2020/21 – Mathew Watt
The Webinar will commence shortly – on entry to the Teams meeting your connection has
been muted to help with the sound quality.
As we have a packed agenda we will provide contact details at the end for specific follow
up question you may have.

Introduction – Jon Fordham
Yorkshire and Humber AHSN, Health Innovation Manchester, Innovation Agency North West Coast
and North East and North Cumbria AHSN are working together to help innovative digital SMEs within
their regions to increase their adoption across the whole of the north of England.
To achieve this the Digital North Accelerator Programme has been established to deliver a range of
supporting activity to facilitate adoption and spread. It will also form a funnel for the Innovation
Exchange where those best suited for national adoption will be identified

AHSNs exist to encourage innovation in health and care and to stimulate growth in industry and the
life sciences. Our vision is to improve the health and prosperity of our regions by unlocking the
potential of new ideas.
Across the country AHSNs act as a bridge between healthcare providers, commissioners, academia
and industry. By connecting these sectors, we help to build a pipeline of solutions for the NHS from
research and product development through to implementation and commercialisation.
Locally, we work in partnership with our regional health and care community and develop projects,
programmes and initiatives that reflect the diversity and meet the needs of our local populations
and healthcare challenges. Together, we breathe life into innovations that improve care,
effectiveness and efficiency in the NHS and social care.
In the year ahead we will continue to accelerate the spread and adoption of innovations with proven
impact and value so that the healthcare system in our regions gains the maximum benefits more
quickly.

Improving people’s lives
by speeding up adoption
and spread of highimpact innovations
Charles MacKinnon
NHS Innovation Accelerator Fellow
Healthcare Director – IEG4 Ltd
@ChasMackinnon
Digital Continuing Healthcare solution

NHS Frontline Staff & ‘System’ Collaboration
Lead NHS Cohort

Fast Followers

Increasing Involvement

A Digital CHC Service – Delivering the NHSE
digital specification!

Streamlined Workflow
With no paperwork

Simple Back Office
With intuitive functions

DARE TO THINK DIGITAL.
Kevin Valentine &
Rachel Raw
Operation Managers.
September 2019.

Benefits In Operation – NHSE best practice case study
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Benefits In Operation
➢Positive experience across nursing and admin staff
➢Training straightforward

➢Stakeholders carefully managed

It's just really easy to track a
referral, I think, and it's … yeah, it's
changed the game somewhat”

We have less inappropriate
referrals now, whereas before, we
had no way of screening them

“(Hospital X) … can’t praise the system high
enough… once we got them logged on and got on
with it, they realised how easy it was…it was
actually doing what they’re doing but simplifying
things

• Patient portal “live demonstration”
• Delivers the NHSE patient portal high level
specification
• Based on tested technology for citizen services
in public sector
• Reduces calls to CHC service chasing updates
and makes the process more transparent
• Allows patients and representatives to interact
more with the assessment process

• Very positive feedback from NHSE CHC Lived
Experience team

Jackie Gill

Change Management – Implementing
Digital Solutions
David Britton
Commissioning Manager

Better health for Sunderland

Background
▪ CCG recognised that CHC spend was on the increase
▪ Deloitte report (2018) identified that the better performing CCG’s were
those that has full control of the CHC process
▪ At the time CCG the full process contracted out:
• Assessment – Local FT
• Commissioning/ Contracting & Brokerage - LA

Better health for Sunderland

Background
▪ CCG recognised something needed to be done – 3 Year transformation
plan (been extended by 1 year):
• Move from 3 spreadsheets to a recognised digital platform
• Take control of the assessment process – TUPE the team into the CCG
• Firm up the monitoring of the LA arrangements

Better health for Sunderland

Transformation
▪ Digital Platform
Barriers/ Challenges
• Underestimated the digital technical ability of the nursing team
• Ability varied markedly from knowing nothing to having used the technology
before
• Losing the ability to ‘touch’ paper
• Using technology while meeting with patients
• Resistant to change

Better health for Sunderland

Transformation
▪ Digital Platform
Where are we now:
•
•
•
•

Allowed everyone to work at their own pace
Listened to concerns
Came up with solutions quickly
Worked as a team to develop processes and procedures for working with the
platform – left no one behind

Better health for Sunderland

NHS Continuing Healthcare
Strategic Improvement Programme

Digitising Continuing
Healthcare
Past - Present - Future
Mathew Watt
Digital CHC project lead
mathew.watt1@nhs.net 07702 408371

NHS England and NHS Improvement
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Your CHC Strategic Improvement Programme hosts for today:

Mathew Watt
Digital CHC project lead
mathew.watt1@nhs.net 07702 408371

Martin Ware
NHS Continuing Healthcare Business Change & Delivery Workstream Lead
Martin.Ware@nhs.net 07730 381736

15 minutes

• Where have we come from?
• Where are we now?
• Where are we going next?
• Q&A

Where have we come from?

CHC Strategic Improvement Programme
Is a unique opportunity to work closely with commissioners to transform the commissioning of
Continuing Healthcare.
Triple aims of the SIP programme …

… are delivered through a number of workstreams …
•

Finance & Information

•

Workforce

•

Commissioning Strategy

•

Business Change and Delivery

… in order to …
• Reduce variation
• Establish national standards
• Influence national policy

• Improve the ‘triple aims’ of the programme

Digital CHC project – our journey so far
Started in May 2018, working collaboratively with 50+ organisation (CCGs, CSUs, Digital Suppliers,
NHSE, others) across England to develop a number of products or things to support you on your
digital journeys. 90-100 hours of user research.

Where are we now?

We co-created the Digital CHC toolkit (BETA v1.0)
1.Roadmap - A commissioners guide to digitising CHC (useful starting point, a 1 page
roadmap on how to digitise a CHC service for commissioners)

2.Capability Assessment Tool (a 15 minute and a more detailed self-assessment tool)

3.Summary of Business Needs (user needs, workflows, summary of business needs,

signposting to relevant policy)

4.Detailed Business Needs (detailed business needs, useful for procurement exercises)

5.Useful tools from the Digital Academy (including strategic planning, developing digital
business cases, pitching ideas at board level, undertaking better digital procurement).

Free to access, use and adapt

A commissioners guide to digitising CHC - 12 steps roadmap
The following 12 steps are based on the CHC SIP business change model. Please note, it is not necessary to follow all these steps or follow them in the order presented.

2. Project leadership, engage with
CCG/ICS/STP/LA

3. Agree a vision

4. Engage with relevant stakeholders,
patients and CHC teams (including
clinical, IT, business and finance)

5. Gap analysis, use Capability Assessment Tool /
Maturity Matrix to self-assess where now,
where want to be.

C. Plan for the change

9. Develop a strategic “plan”

10. Model the proposed / desired changes
6. Assess supplier / market provision, identify
which products could potentially meet your
needs

7. Engage with and learn from other
commissioners

11. Develop / sign off a business case, using
outputs from the above. N.B. we will be adding
guidance from the NHS Digital Academy on
how to produce good business case into this
document shortly.

12. Build, buy, adapt or adopt a “system”
8. Review / adapt the Digital CHC specification
and detailed requirements

E. Sustain the change / continuous
improvement

1. Engage local / regional digital
transformation leads, explain
intent, is there a local digital
roadmap?

B. What to change?

D. Implement the change

A. Identify the need for
change

Digital CHC toolkit
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C9. Screening & Referral Management (2/2)
This page describes the workflow of the system in this dimension (think of this as a narrated process map) and the system requirements.
WORKFLOW
Scenario A – standard checklist

Scenario B - straight to DST

WF1. Checklist completed &
submitted to CCG

WFB1. {Responsible commissioner?
(As per WF3)

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The system shall / must (…)
•

YES

WF2. Checklist received at CCG
Start 28d clock.

WF3.a. Handover to
responsible
commission > END

NO

•
WFB2. Start 28d clock.
GO TO 10. ASSESSMENT

WF3 {Responsible commissioner?}
YES
WF3.b Accept onto the workflow

WF4.a Contact
referrer, update
documents

NO

WF4 {Is all documentation
complete, including consent?}

WFC1. Fast track referral
completed & submitted to CCG

WF5. Communicate outcome

WFC2. Fast track referral received
at CCG

IF NEGATIVE

IF POSITIVE

WF7. Check if FNC eligible, action
as appropriate

WF6.
GO TO 10.
ASSESSMENT

WF8. Communicate outcome

WF9 {Does the individual / family /
representative agree?}

Scenario C – Fast track

•
•
•

Authorised users shall / must (…)
•

YES

WFC3. {Does the referral meet the
Fast Track criteria?}
NO
WFC3.a. Contact referrer, action as
appropriate

Administer standard checklists (scenario A), straight to DST (scenario B)
and Fast Track referrals (scenario C) appropriately
Capture all referrals (irrespective of checklist outcome, positive or
negative)
Flag if mandatory fields / documents have not been completed /
submitted
Capture signatures (either directly or uploaded)
Start the 28d clock (i.e. from the earliest notification (to the CCG or
organisation acting on behalf of the CCG) that full assessment of NHS
CHC eligibility is required (e.g. a positive checklist or other notification
that full assessment is required). See FAQ17.

•
•
•

Be able to complete, upload, edit, submit all required referral
documentation
Check responsible commissioners
Accept the referral onto the workflow and quality check all referral
documentation
Communicate the outcome

YES
WF9.b. END
WFC3.b. GO TO 12. FAST TRACK

NO
WF9.a. Action as per the local
complaints procedure > END
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Key learning to date

Q: What does your potato look like?

`

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bottom-up and top-down
do it once, do it for all
modular approach
demystify “digitisation” for the CHC workforce
keep it simple, empower, educate, coach
good, clear, consistent communications
People first, not technology

Where are we going next?

Three really interesting policy developments

Interesting development #1

Rt. Hon Matt Hancock MP,
Secretary for Health & Social Care
‘The Future of Healthcare’ – Tech Vision

Innovation

Infrastructure
Digital Services

Open standards
Encouraging local choice

Interesting development #2

System

Patient

‘Digital’ NHS Long Term Plan
Digital Primary
Care
Digital Framework
Digital First Practices
Phone & Video
Consultations

Patient Data
Research & Development
Improve local services
National Services

Patient Facing
NHS App
Appointment booking
e-Prescriptions
Access 111 online

Population
Data
Local health planning
Audit & Research

Patient Care
Record
Clinician access
Patient controlled
Privacy

Tech
Standards
Security
Interoperability
Accessibility

AI & Decision
Support
Best practice
Reduce variation
Patient self-management

Supporting Industry

Ecosystem for developers
& innovators

Interesting development #3

NHSX
The organisation will use experts in technology, digital, data and cyber security to deliver on
the Health Secretary’s tech vision and the Long Term Plan for the NHS.

Setting policy / practice /
standards
Interoperability / mandating
cyber standards

Open source
code

Reforming
procurement

Agile

Workforce

• Reduce the burden on our workforce, so they can focus on
delivering care;
• Give people the tools to access information and services directly,
so they can best take charge of their own health and care;
• Ensure information about people’s health and care can be safely
accessed, wherever it is needed;
• Aid the improvement of safety across health and care systems;
and
• Improve health and care productivity with digital technology.

Digital CHC in 2020-21
1. Digital CHC Pioneers (a.k.a pioneers wave 1)
2. CHC Transformation Pioneers (a.k.a. pioneers wave 2)
3. Publish “case studies” and share materials from the Pioneers
4. Update the Digital CHC toolkit (“patient portal”, feedback from commissioners & suppliers)
5. Host the first Digital CHC national conference? (date TBC, circa October 2020)
6. Develop skills, knowledge, competencies via the Digital CHC academy (virtual learning sets)
7. Offering direct support with commissioners to digitise their CHC service (contact Mathew.watt1@nhs.net)
8. Close working with CHC SIP and new ADASS CHC delivery leads to support transformation initiatives
9. Procure digital CHC services via NHSE’s Health Systems Support Framework (HSSF)

If you want more information contact your local CHC SIP regional lead
or Mathew / Martin below

Mathew Watt
Digital CHC project lead
mathew.watt1@nhs.net 07702 408371

Martin Ware
NHS Continuing Healthcare Business Change & Delivery Workstream Lead
Martin.Ware@nhs.net 07730 381736

• Follow up Webinars available throughout the year via IEG4 website – www.ieg4.com

• IEG4 digital platform – Charles MacKinnon – charles.mackinnon@ieg4.com

• Pathway to Digital – David Britton – david.britton@nhs.net

• NHSE SIP 2020/21 – Mathew Watt – mathew.watt@nhs.net

Thank You

